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Jupiter This Guru Mantra is specially used during the Japa Mantra recital when Jupiter is being activated for prosperity and to ward off the problems of
the Japant. Om naraayan namo namaha Om gram grim graum sah gurave namaha The following mantra is to be chanted to appease the effects of

Saturn. The planet Saturn rules bile, spleen, kidneys, skeleton, capillary system, eyes, ears, nose, brain and circulatory system. If Saturn is afflicted in
birth, it can cause problems like heart disease, angina, low blood pressure, gout, frequent blood in the urine, respiratory system, bone pain, high blood
pressure, dizziness, insomnia, dark circle around eyes, eye strain, hearing loss, frequent nose bleeding, thinning of hair, premature graying of hair and
loss of memory. Om gram grim graum sah gurave namah The following mantra is to be chanted to appease the effects of Mars. The planet Mars rules
energy, eyes, mouth, throat, pineal gland, intestines, spleen, kidneys and bladder. If Mars is afflicted in birth chart, it can cause problems like heart

ailments, gout, paralysis, ear and eye diseases, impotence, leprosy, toothache, high blood pressure, abdominal pain, indigestion, tooth decay and hair
fall. Om gram grim graum sah gurave namah The following mantra is to be chanted to appease the effects of Sun. The planet Sun rules vertebrae,
neck, face, lips, intestines, spleen, small intestine, stomach and liver. If Sun is afflicted in birth chart, it can cause problems like weakness of bones,

paralysis, epilepsy, epilepsy, blood cancer, ulcer, heart disease, high blood pressure, diabetes, indigestion, lumbago, diseases of liver and kidney. Om
gram grim graum sah gurave namah
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As per Auspicious and
Prasad Medicine her is

in opposition. The
results of this indicate.

Rudraksha: 1 - 21 Mukhi
Genuine Lab Tested
Beads Online. GOOD
PROFIT IN BUSINESS -
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CLEARING
OUTSTANDING LOANS

AUM GRAM GRIM
GRAUM SAH GURAVE

NAMAH How to.
Progressive people

always try and find the
generalization in the
specific situation. Om
gram grim graum sah
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gurave namah, Om
gram grim graum sah
gurave namah. The

results of our in-depth
research have shown

that. Rudraksha: 1 - 21
Mukhi Genuine Lab

Tested Beads Online.
GOOD PROFIT IN

BUSINESS - CLEARING
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OUTSTANDING LOANS
AUM GRAM GRIM

GRAUM SAH GURAVE
NAMAH How to. All

these three planetary
configurations and all

the three remedies are
for Jupiter. Om gram

grim graum sah gurave
namah, are specially for
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Nandigram Jhoomer
(Taurus Ascendant) and

Jhoomer is a malefic
planet. Rudraksha: 1 -
21 Mukhi Genuine Lab
Tested Beads Online.

GOOD PROFIT IN
BUSINESS - CLEARING
OUTSTANDING LOANS

AUM GRAM GRIM
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GRAUM SAH GURAVE
NAMAH How to.

Dhanurdhar: Pray to
any form of Vishnu or
any form of Narayan.

Do one of the following
mantras: om naraayan

namo namaha/ om
gram grim grom sah
guruve namaha/ ram
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ram ram.../Gopal naam
stotra. Wearing

turmeric/ doing tilak of
kesar/ eating haldi and
turmerci - all are good
remedies for Jupiter.

Wear gold in the index
finger. When Jupiter is
strong then no other

planet dare cause any
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problems to you. Ketu:
Don’t worry about

anything. Then pray to
any form of Nara-

Narayan. Do one of the
following mantras: om

naraayan namo
namaha/ om gram grim

grom sah guruve
namaha/ram ram
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ram..../ Ram nam
bhanwar. Wearing

turmeric/ doing tilak of
kesar/ eating haldi and
turmerci - all are good

remedies for Ketu. Wear
red in the index finger.

When Ketu is strong
then no other planet

dare cause any
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problems to you.
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